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A generalization of the usual column-strict tableaux (equivalent to a construction 
of R. C. King) is presented as a natural combinatorial tool for the study of finite 
dimensional representations of GL,(C). These objects are called rational tableaux 
since they play the same role for rational representations of GL, as ordinary 
tableaux do for polynomial representations. A generalization of Schensted’s inser- 
tion algorithm is given for rational tableaux, and is used to count the multiplicities 
of the irreducible GL,-modules in the tensor algebra of gl,. The problem of 
counting multiplicities when the kth tensor power gl, @& is decomposed into modules 
which are simultaneously irreducible with respect to GL, and the symmetric group 
Sk is also considered. The existence of an insertion algorithm which describes this 
decomposition is proved. A generalization of border strip tableaux, in which both 
addition and deletion of border strips is allowed, is used to describe the characters 
associated with this decomposition. For large n, these generalized border strip 
tableaux have a simple structure which allows derivation of identities due to 
Hanlon and Stanley involving the (large n) decomposition of g/fk. 0 1987 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A finite dimensional representation Xi-, p(X) of the complex general 
linear group GL, = GL,(C) is said to be polynomial (respectively, rational) 
if the matrix coordinates of p(X) are polynomial (rational) functions of the 
matrix coordinates of X. The application of the combinatorial theory of 
tableaux to the study of representations of GL, is well understood 
(see [ 15]), and succeeds most elegantly in the case of polynomial represen- 
tations. The irreducible polynomial representations of GL, are labeled by 
partitions a with at most n parts, and the character of the &h represen- 
tation may be expressed as the generating function of the column-strict 
tableaux of shape I. with parts <n. Thus, any question about polynomial 
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representations that can be answered by character analysis may be 
expressed as a combinatorial question. 
Any problem involving rational representations may be reduced to a 
problem involving polynomial representations by the raising or lowering of 
mixed tensor indices. In principle, combinatorics may thus be applied to 
rational problems at the expense of an inelegant reduction procedure. To 
remedy this state of affairs, we define a class of objects called rational 
tableaux (Sect. 2) whose generating functions are the irreducible rational 
characters of GL,. An equivalent point of view has also been advocated by 
King [S, 61, although his tableaux are described in different terms, and 
applied to different problems than those considered here. Our applications 
will center around a fundamental family of rational representations of GL,; 
namely, tensor spaces constructed from the adjoint representation. 
We give two dual, commuting generalizations of Schensted’s insertion 
algorithm [12] for rational tableaux (Sect. 3, 4, and 5) which are highly 
reminiscent of Berele’s insertion algorithm for symplectic tableaux [2]. In 
the special case of ordinary tableaux, these rational insertion algorithms 
reveal a striking duality between Schensted’s insertion and Schiitzen- 
berger’s jeu de taquin [14]. 
The Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence [7] can be used to 
show that the multiplicity of the Ith representation of GL( V) in the kth 
tensor power V 6k is the number of standard tableaux of shape A. The 
rational insertion algorithm is used to generalize this correspondence and 
give a combinatorial interpretation of the irreducible multiplicities in glFk, 
or even YBr 0 ( Y*)@‘, where gZ,, denotes the (complex) general linear Lie 
algebra, and V* denotes the dual space of P’. The resulting interpretation 
involves sequences of partition diagrams we will refer to as alternating 
tableaux and up-down staircase tableaux, respectively (Sect. 4). 
The symmetric group Sk acts on gZ,Ok by permutation of tensor positions, 
an action which clearly commutes with the action of GL,. A natural but 
difficult problem, considered in its various aspects by Gupta, Hanlon [3], 
Stanley [ 163, and Stembridge [ 19,201, is to describe, even in special cases, 
the multiplicities of the constituents when gZ,O” is decomposed into modules 
which are simultaneously Sk- and G&-irreducible. We reformulate this 
problem into the combinatorial framework we have developed, and prove 
the existence of a recursive, insertion-type algorithm that describes this 
decomposition (Sect. 6). We also give a generalization of border strip 
tableaux called up-down border strip tableaux, and use them to give an 
explicit description of the Sk-characters of the GL,-isotypic components of 
d,ok (Sect. 7). In particular, these characters give a combinatorial 
explanation for the known connection between the decomposition of glFk 
and the decomposition of tensor products of irreducible Sk-modules. 
Hanlon [3] and Stanley [16] have shown that for large n, the 
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simultaneous Sk- and GL,-module structure of gZ,Qk is easier to analyze 
than the general case. Likewise, we show that for large IZ, the up-down 
border strip tableaux have a comparably simpler form. We use this 
observation in Section 8 to give new proofs of Hanlon’s and Stanley’s 
identities concerning the structure of the tensor algebra of gl, for large n. 
2. RATIONAL TABLEAUX 
As a first step, we develop a technique for studying the combinatorial 
aspects of rational representations of GL, in a way that naturally parallels 
the usual techniques for studying polynomial representations. To 
emphasize the analogies between the rational and,polynomial cases, we will 
briefly review some of the basic facts about polynomial representations of, 
GL,Z and the combinatorial structures associated with them. See [ 151 for 
more details and references. 
Let J = (..I,, A,,...) be an integer sequence with finitely many nonzero 
terms, and define jAl= a, + I, + . . . . Recall that k is a partition of n if the 
sequence is nonnegative, weakly decreasing, and [A\ = n. The length IfA) is 
the number of nonzero terms. Let @ denote the partition of 0. The diagram 
of the partition ;1 is the set 
which may be viewed as a collection of boxes in the plane with matrix-style 
coordinates. In such terms, the diagram has li boxes in the ith row. The 
conjugate A’ is the partition whose diagram is the transpose of Di.; thus, 
there are 1; boxes in the ith column of D,. Partitions are partially ordered 
by inclusion of diagrams; we define 
acp iff D,ED,. 
The irreducible polynomial representations of GL, are in one-to-one 
correspondence (up to equivalence) with partitions of length at most n; for 
each such partition A, let pn denote a corresponding representation. The 
irreducible rational representations were first classified by Schur in 1927 
[ 131, who showed in particular that rational representations are of the 
form 
XI-+ (det U P(X), XE GL,, (1) 
where p is a polynomial representation and r E Z. Therefore, the irreducible 
rational representations are of the form (det)’ pi, where r E Z and Z(n) <n. 
However, not all of these representations are inequivalent; it is not hard to 
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show that (det)’ pn and (det)“p, are equivalent if and only if 
(A, + r,..., il, + r) = (p1 + s,..., pn + s). 
These observations suggest two possibilities for indexing a complete set 
of inequivalent rational representations of GL,. One possibility would be 
to index these representations by pairs (Y, A) in which r E Z and i is a par- 
tition with Z(n) <n. A second possibility, which will be preferable for our 
purposes, would be to index these representations by n-tuples y E Z” in 
which y1 3 .I. > yn. We will refer to these objects as staircases of height n. 
In this scheme, the representation indexed by y, which we will denote by 
py , is of the form 
PA-V= WJ7 pi, 
where 1 is any partition with Z(n) d M and ?/ = (Ai + r,..., /2, + Y). This latter 
scheme has the advantage that the natural inclusion of polynomial 
representations as special cases of rational representations is also 
combinatorially natural; polynomial representations are indexed by those 
staircases that happen to be partitions. 
A third possible indexing scheme, which appears in the work of 
Littlewood [S], uses ordered pairs of partitions (a, p) in which 
l(a) + 1(p) 6 n. To translate between this scheme and staircases y of height 
n, one merely separates the positive and negative terms of y; i.e., 
(a, P)tf(a,, a,,..., -P2, -P1)EZ” 
defines the translation. It will be convenient for us to blur the distinction 
between staircases and pairs of partitions; we therefore introduce the 
notation 
Since the general linear group under consideration will (almost) always be 
GL,, the subscript y1 will usually be omitted in this and most other 
notations we define. 
We summarize this discussion by the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The irreducible rational representations of GL, may be 
indexed by staircases of height n, or equivalently, by pairs of partitions (CI, 6) 
in which Z(a) + Z(p) d n. 
Combinatorial theory and rational representations may be tied together 
more deeply than merely through indexing schemes. To bring about the 
deeper connections, we review the construction of tableaux and their 
relation to polynomial representations. 
An ordinary tableau of shape ;1 is an assignment T: D, + P of positive 
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integers to the boxes in the diagram of J. which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) The rows are weakly increasing; i.e., YJ i, j) < T(i, j + 1) where 
defined. 
(2) The columns are strictly increasing; i.e., T(i, j) < T(i + I, j) where 
defined. 
For example, 
1 1 2 2 
2 6 6 
5 
defines a tableau of shape 431. The multiset { T(x): x E II>.} is called the 
content of T, and the individual integers T(x) are referred to as the parts of 
T. A tableau whose content is of the form { 1, 2,..., k) is said to be standard, 
and we use the notation f' to denote the number of standard tableaux of 
shape 1. 
To each tableau T assign a weight x~=x;~xD;z..., where cli denotes the 
number of i”s in the content of T. The Schurfunction sI = sJx,, x,,...) (see 
also [ll, 171) is the generating function 
s;.=CxT 
T 
summed over all tableaux T of shape 1. 
Let II be a partition with /(,I) < n, and let VA. denote a vector space which 
carries the polynomial representation pi., so that we may regard pn as an 
embedding GL, -+ GL( V,). The dimension of VP- is the number of tableaux 
of shape ,I with parts <n, and the Schur function sj,(xI,.,., x,) is the charac- 
ter of pA. More precisely, we have 
tr pj.(-V = sAxI ,..., x,1 (31 
for any XE GL, with eigenvalues x, ,..., x,. 
We thus seek more general combinatorial objects and weighting 
functions for which the associated generating functions are the characters 
of the rational representations py . Of course, since these representations are 
all of the form (1 ), and since the determinant is a one-dimensional 
representation, it follows that the vector space V, carries all representations 
of the form (det)’ pn. Moreover, it follows immediately that the characters 
of rational representations are easily expressible in terms of Schur 
functions; viz., 
(det x’) tr pn(X) = (x1 *. . x,)’ sI(xI ,..., x,) (4) 
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for any X E GL, with eigenvalues x1 ,..., x,. Hence, a trivial solution would 
be to use the tableaux of shape 1 with parts <n and the weight function 
Z-I-+ (XI . . . XJ x’, where (r, 1) are any pair for which y = (J,, + r,..., A, + r), 
However, for reasons that will soon become apparent, we will find that a 
more natural solution is provided by the following construction, which 
appears in an equivalent form in the work of King [S, 61: 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let y = [a, /I] be a staircase of height n. A rational 
tableau of shape y is a pair [S, T] of ordinary tableaux with parts <n such 
that: 
(1) S is of shape CI, and T is of shape /I 
(2) ~{j:S(j,l),<i}~+/{j:T(j,l)<i}(,<ifor l<idn. 
Assign the weight x”/x’ to the rational tableau [S, T]. The dual of [S, T] 
is defined to be [T, S]. We refer to S and T as the numerator and 
denominator of [IS, T], respectively. 
For example, the ordered pair 
112 23 
3 7 4 7 
6 6 
defines a rational tableau of shape (3, 2, 1, 0, - 1, -2, -2) and weight 
x:x4 -1 . 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let y be a staircase of height n. The rational Schur 
function sy is defined to be the generating function for the rational tableaux 
of shape y; i.e., 
sy(xl ,...’ x,)= 2 xS/xT 
CS,Tl 
Note that when the staircase y is a partition, then the rational tableaux 
of shape y are the ordinary tableaux of shape y (with parts <n) and the 
rational Schur function s, coincides with the usual (n variable) Schur 
function s,. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let y be a staircase of height n. 
(a) The degree of the representation py is the number of rational 
tableaux of shape y. 
(b) The character of pr is the rational Schur.function sr; i.e., 
tr P&V = +(x1 ,..., 4 
for any XE GL, with eigenvalues x1 ,..., x,. 
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To prove this result, we introduce a partial order on the subsets of a 
finite set. Let [n] = { 1, 2 ,..., n}, and partially order the subsets of [n] by 
defining 
A<B iff a,~b,,...,a,<b, and s<r, 
where A = {al < ... <a,> and B= (6,-c ... < 6,). Note that A <B iff 
T(i, I) = aj, T(i, 2) = bi defines a tableau. For any A E [In], let A” denote 
the complement of A with respect to [n]. 
LEMMA 2.5. If A, B c [n] then 
(a) AfB iff B’<AA’, 
(b) A”<Biff I(j:ai~i}[+i(j:b,~i)l~~for lGi6n. 
Proof. The columns of a tableau form a collection of sets integers. Not 
every collection defines a tableau, but a necessary and sufficient additional 
constraint would be to have the boxes occupied by integers di form a 
partition diagram for all i3 1. Thus we have 
A<B iff I(j:ai~i>I>,I(j:bj~i}l for l$i<n. 
.The assertions (a) and (b) now follow immediately. 1 
Proof of Proposition 2.4. Note that (a) follows from (b) via the special 
case X= 1. For (b), assume that y is of the form [a, p], where c1 has at 
most p columns and /I has at most q columns. Consider the partition 1= 
(yl + q,..., yn + q). In view of (4), it suffices to exhibit a bijection [S, T] +-+ P 
between rational tableaux of shape [a, /?I and ordinary tableaux P of 
shape J. (with parts <n) in which 
(Xl . . . x,)-4 xp= xs/x=. 
By Lemma 2.5(b) we see that [S, TJ may be regarded as a pair of chains 
of subsets of [nj, say S,< ... <S, and T,6 ..+ <T,, in which lSil=ol(, 
1 TJ = /?I, and T; d S1. Similarly, the tableau P may be regarded as a chain 
P,< ... <Pp,,, in which (PiI = 1:. By Lemma 2.5(a), a suitable bijection 
is defined by 
rs1 d ... dS,, T,‘< ... <T,]++Fqb ... dq<S1< ... <S, (5) 
since the lengths of the columns of i are n - /JJ; ,..., n-p;, N; ,..., cl;. An 
illustration of this bijection is given in Fig. 1. B 
Recall that the contragredient p* of a representation p may be defined 
via p*(X) = p(X-I)‘. By Proposition 2.4, it follows that the character of p; 
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FIG. 1. The bijection [S, T] ++ P when n = 7, p = 3, q = 2. 
is s&x;i,..., x; l ). From the definition of s,, it follows that P?~,~, and ~r~,~, 
have the same character and are therefore equivalent; i.e., the con- 
tragredient of P[~,~, is ~t~,~]. 
3. THE INSERTION PROCEDURE FOR RATIONAL TABLEAUX 
One of the most important tools available for studying the combinatorial 
properties of tableaux (and therefore, polynomial representations of GL,) 
is the insertion procedure invented by Schensted [ 121 and the related con- 
structions and generalizations created by Schiitzenberger [ 141, Knuth [7], 
and many others. As we have seen, any problem involving rational 
representations of GL, can be reduced to a problem involving polynomial 
representations, so in principle, Schensted insertion is automatically 
available for rational problems. However, this approach can lead to com- 
binatorially awkward situations; thus, we are led to describe the analogue 
of Schensted insertion for rational tableaux. In order to motivate this 
description, we first review the ordinary insertion algorithm. More details 
can be found in [Z, 7, 14, 171. 
Schensted’s insertion algorithm is a procedure which takes as input a 
tableau T and an integer i z 1; it produces as output a new tableau T c i 
whose content differs from that of T only through the addition of the 
integer i. The basic building block is a rule for inserting an integer into a 
row of a tableau. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let a = (a, < a, 6 . . . < a,) be a weakly increasing 
sequence of positive integers, and let i3 1. Let s be the least index for 
which i < a,, assuming it exists. The result of row inserting i into c is 
defined to be the sequence 
a, d ... <aa,-,<i<a,+,< ... <a,, 
and the integer a, is said to have been bumped. If the index s does not exist, 
then the result of row inserting i into 0 is 
a, d a2 d . . . d a, d 2, 
and there is no bumped element. 
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DEFINITION 3.2 (Schensted insertion). Let T be a tableau with rows rrr, 
crz,..., and let i> 1. Define Tt i to be the tableau obtained by the following 
algorithm: First, row insert iz i, into err, and let i, denote the bumped 
element. Repeat this rule for succeeding rows; i.e., on the kth step, row 
insert i, into ck, and let i, + 1 denote the bumped element. The algorithm 
terminates when there is no bumped element. 
The following illustrates an application of Schensted insertion: 
1 1 2 24-l 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 
2 6 6 =2 6 6 t2=226 . 
5 5 5 6 
Note that the shape of T t i is obtained from the shape of T by adding a 
single box to some row. 
The most essential property of Schensted insertion is contained in the 
following result, first proved by Schensted [12], although originally only 
for standard tableaux. (See also [7].) In retrospect, it is not difficult to 
prove; one merely verities that the algorithm is well-defined and that its 
steps are reversible. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let p be a partition. Schensted insertion (Tc i) defines a 
bijection from pairs (T, i) consisting of a positive integer i and a tableau T of 
shape ,LI to tableaux of shape I, where 13 p and IA) - jpj = 1. Moreover, this 
bijection is content preserving; i.e., if T has content C, then Tc i has content 
Cv {i). 
Note that if we restrict our attention to tableaux with parts <n, then the 
same result is true, provided that we additionally require 1 < i < n and 
l(A) fn. Thus, Schensted insertion may be considered a combinatorial 
explanation of the identity 
(x1 + . .. -t x,) $,(X1 ,...) x,) = c S,l(Xl)...) x,) 46) 
summed over partitions A for which 1 r> p and (A( - Iti/ = 1. 
In order to describe the analogous situation for rational tableaux, we 
first need to describe an algorithm for tilling holes in tableaux which can be 
considered an instance of Schiitzenberger’s jeu de taquin [14,22]. It also 
coincides with Berele’s procedure for filling holes in “punctured tableaux” 
1111. 
DEFINITION 3.4 (Sliding algorithm). Let T be a tableau of shape A, and 
let x be a box in the diagram D,. The sliding algorithm is defined by the 
following procedure: 
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(1) Remove the integer assigned to x (namely, T(X)), thus creating a 
hole in the tableau T. 
(2) Let x = (i, j) be the coordinates of the hole, and let 
a = T(i + 1, j), b = T(i, j + 1 ), when defined. If a < b (or b undefined), slide 
the integer a into (i, j), thus moving the hole to (i+ 1, j). If a > b (or a 
undefined), slide the integer b into (i, j), thus moving the hole to (i, j + 1). 
(3) Repeat step (2) until the hole has moved to the outer rim of the 
tableau. At this point, both a and b are undefined and the algorithm 
terminates. The output is the remaining tableau. 
It is easy to verify that this algorithm is well defined; i.e., that at all 
stages during the procedure, weakly increasing rows and strictly increasing 
columns are maintained. The following example gives an illustration of the 
sliding algorithm applied to a tableau with a hole in the (1,2) position. 
1 *23 12*3 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 
2335-+2335-+23 *5-~235 
4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 
Note that if the shape of the input tableau T is ;1, then the shape of the out- 
put is a partition p with p c 1 and Jill - 1~1 = 1. Furthermore, if the content 
of the input is C, and i is the deleted integer, then the content of the output 
is C\(i}. Thus, Schensted insertion and the sliding algorithm have at least 
a superficial dual relationship. This relationship is not coincidental; we will 
see that there is a deeper relationship which shows that the algorithms 
themselves should be considered duals of each other. 
We are now ready to give the rational analogue of Schensted insertion: 
DEFINITION 3.5 (Rational insertion). Let [IS, T] be a rational tableau 
and i a positive integer. Define [S, T] t i to be the rational tableau 
obtained by the following algorithm: 
(1) Insert i into S, and let i = ii, i,,... be the sequence of bumped 
elements, as in Definition 3.2. 
(2) If the resulting tableau St i is compatible with T (as in con- 
dition (2) of Definition 2.2), then the algorithm terminates with output 
[S +- i, T]. Otherwise, at some step k, insertion of i, into row k of S would 
violate the compatibility condition. 
(3) In this case, terminate the insertion procedure for S after the 
(k - 1)th step (i.e., after i,- i is inserted and ik is bumped). There will 
necessarily be an occurrence of ik in the first column of T. Use the sliding 
algorithm to delete this integer from T. 
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The following example illustrates the application of rational insertion: 
1 1 2tl 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 
s: 37 37 +-2 37 3 7 
6 6 6 6 
2 3 2 3 * 3 35. 
T: 45 4 5 4 5 4 7 
6 7 6 7 6 7 6 
Extend the partial order G on partitions to the staircases of height n by 
defining 
yc6 iff y1 < S1,..., yn < 6,. 
In these terms, note that if [S, T] is of shape y, then [S, 7?] +- i is of shape 
6, where6xy and 16(--lvl=l. 
We will use the terminology dual rational insertion and the notation 
[S, T] +- i to refer to the above algorithm with the roles of numerator and 
denominator reversed. Thus, we have [S’, T’] = [S, T] t i if and only if 
[T, S’] = [ T, S] +- i. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let y be a staircase of height n. Rational insertion (respec- 
tively, dual rational insertion) defines a bijection from pairs ([S, T]; i) 
consisting of a rational tableau of shape y and an integer i (1 d i<n) to 
rational tableaux of shape 6, where 6 zy and 161 - ly\ = 1 (respectiuely, 
6cy and (61 - Iy[ = -1). Furthermore, if [S’, T’] = [S, T] +- i and 
[S”, T”] = [S, T] +- i, then 
x”‘/xT’= XiXS/X’ and xyx=f’ = x; lxs/xT. 
By analogy with Schensted insertion, we see that rational insertion may 
be considered a combinatorial explanation of the identity 
(x1 + ... +x,1 $(X1 ,...> x,) = c %(X1 ,..-, 4, (7) 
6 
summed over staircases 4 for which 6 3 y and 16(- (y/ = 1. Likewise, dual 
rational insertion gives a combinatorial explanation of the identity 
(x;‘+ ... + x,l) S&Xl ,..‘, xn) = c SAXI ,.‘.> x,), (8) 
6 
summed over staircases 6 for which 6 c y and 161 - jy! = -1. 
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ProoJ: Choose integers p and q sufficiently large so that all rational 
tableaux of shape 6 with 6 1 y and 161 - JyI d 1 (y fixed) have at most p 
columns in their numerators and q columns in their denominators. For any 
rational tableau [S, T] of shape y, consider the operation 
where steps 1 and 3 refer to applications of the bijection (5) between 
rational tableaux and ordinary tableaux, and step 2 refers to the usual 
Schensted insertion algorithm. By Theorem 3.3 and the proof of 
Proposition 2.4, it follows that this operation does define a bijection from 
the pairs ([S, T], i) (1 < ib n) to the rational tableaux [S’, T’] of shape 6, 
where 6 2 y and (81 - IyI = 1. We claim that this bijection is the rational 
insertion algorithm; i.e., [S’, T] = [S, T] c i. 
Let i = iI, i,,... be the sequence of bumped elements during the com- 
putation of P t i, and assume that they occur in columns c1 , cz,... . In other 
words, on the kth step, ik is inserted into the kth row, where it bumps out 
the integer i, + I which occupies the box (k, c,+). Note that i, < i, < .. and 
Cl>,C,> . . . . 
If cj > q for j 3 1, then the computation P +- i only affects columns q + 1, 
q + 2,..., q +p. In this case, it follows that S’ = St i and T’= T, which 
agrees with the rational insertion algorithm. 
Otherwise, let k be the least index for which ck dq. Notice that during 
the first k - 1 steps of the computation of P t i, the modifications of P 
coincide with the modifications of S during the first k - 1 steps of the com- 
putation of [S, T] t i. During the remaining steps, the modifications of P 
occur only in the first q columns. Likewise, we claim that the remaining 
modifications of [S, T] occur only in the denominator T; i.e., we claim 
that insertion of ik into the kth row of S would violate the compatibility 
condition (property (2) of Definition 2.2). 
To see this, recall that insertion of i, into the kth row of P bumps i, + I 
from the box (k, c,); therefore, P(k, j) > ik for jack.. In particular, 
W, q+ I)>&, so that insertion of ik into the kth row of S bumps the 
integer assigned to the box (k, 1). However, the denominator T cannot be 
compatible with such a numerator, since P(k, q) > i,. Furthermore, since 
i,-, bumps i,from the box (k-l,c,-,), we have P(k-l,q)<ik-,<i,; 
thus, P(k, q) > i, > P(k- 1, q). Therefore, there is an ik in the first column 
of T, as asserted in part (3) of Definition 3.5. 
It remains to be shown that the modifications of the first q columns of P 
during the computation of PC i agree with the results of applying the 
sliding algorithm to T. Since ik- 1 bumps ik from (k - 1, ck- i) and i, 
bumps i, + i from (k, ck), we have P(k, j) > i, > P(k - 1, j) for ck < j d q, 
and P(k, ck - 1) d i,. Hence, there is a string of exactly q - ck + 1 con- 
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secutive i,‘s in the (ik - k + 1)th row of T. Furthermore, each of the 
integers j in the interval ik < j < i, + I must occur in the (q - ck + 1)th 
column of T, since P(k, ck) = ik+ 1. See Fig. 2. 
When ik is inserted into the kth row of P, the net effect on T is to delete 
ik from the (q - ck -t 1)th column and add ik + I to the same column. An 
identical result would be obtained by deleting i, from column 1 of T, 
applying the sliding algorithm, and stopping when every j< ik+ 1 in the 
I; - ck + 1)th column has moved up, leaving the hole in the box 
k+1 -k, q + 1 - ck). See Fig. 2. It is convenient to think of the hole as 
being temporarily occupied by an i, + 1. 
The argument continues in this way; when i, + I is inserted into row k -I- 1 
of P, the net effect on T is to delete the temporary ik+ t from 
-k, q + 1 - c,), apply the sliding algorithm until the hole reaches 
-k - 1, q + 1 - ck+ 1), and leave a temporary ik+ 2 in this box. The 
insertion of i into P terminates when some integer j is appended to the en 
of a row; this clearly corresponds to sliding the hole to the outer rim of T. 
Thus, we have verified that [S’, T’] = [IS, T] +- i, as claimed. The 
corresponding result for dual rational insertion follows by exchanging the 
roles of S and T. 1 
We remark that this proof reveals the claimed duality between Schensted 
insertion and the sliding algorithm. Approximately, we have shown that if 
T is an ordinary tableau, then the dual of Tc i may be obtained from the 
dual of T by applying the sliding algorithm. 
4. AN ANALOGUE OF THE ROBINSON-SCHENSTED-KNUTH 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR gI, 
At its most general, the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspon- 
dence [7, 171 may be thought of as a bijection between pairs of tableaux of 
the same shape and nonnegative integer matrices. For the purpose of 
studying the representations of GL,, it can be used to describe the decom- 
position of I/ Qk into irreducible GL,-modules, where Vok denotes the kth 
T before insertion of i, 
FIGURE 2 
T after insertion of i, 
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tensor power of the n-dimensional vector space on which GL, = GL( V) is 
defined. 
In the following, we will give an analogue of this correspondence which 
describes the decomposition of Ysr @ (V*)@‘, where V* denotes the dual 
space of I’. In particular, this can be used to describe the decomposition of 
the tensor algebra of the adjoint representation. As an application, we use 
this description to give combinatorial explanations of a family of 
generating functions found by Hanlon [3] which describe the decom- 
position of gl,Ok in certain limiting cases. Before defining this correspon- 
dence, we first review the structure of the usual RSK correspondence. 
Note that a standard tableau of shape n with la1 = k may be regarded as 
a sequence of k-t1 nested partitions, @=~il(o)~/2(‘)~ m.. G/Z(~)=,?, in 
which 1;1(‘)1 - lACi-l)l = 1 for 1 < i 6 k; the unique box XED~J,\D~J+~, is 
assigned the integer i. 
DEFINITION 4.1 (A special case of the RX correspondence). Let w= 
wi.. . wk be a word of length k (i.e., a sequence of k positive integers). 
Define a correspondence w t+ (P, Q) from such words to pairs of tableaux 
in which Q is standard, where 
Q=(@=Ja'"k~(')~ . . . c/Z@‘) 
and Ati) is the shape of @ c w1 c ... t wi. Thus, P is obtained by suc- 
cessively inserting wr, We,..., wk into an empty tableau, and Q records the 
sequence of intermediate shapes. 
For example, if we successively insert 3, 1, 7, 6, 1 into an empty tableau, 
we obtain the sequence of tableaux 
3 117 16 
1 1 
33 37 3 6, 
7 
so we have 
An immediate corollary of Schensted’s insertion algorithm (Theorem 3.3) 
is 
THEOREM 4.2 (cf. [ 7, 121). The RSK correspondence w H (P, Q) defines 
a bijection between wards w of length k and pairs of tableaux (P, Q) of the 
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same shape in which Q is standard and the content of P is the ma&set 
b@ Wkb 1 >‘..> 
By restricting the words to the alphabet [n], we see that the RSK 
correspondence is a combinatorial explanation of the identity 
summed over partitions a with Z(1) < YE and j Aj = k. Since the character of 
V@ is (x1 + ... + xJk, and the Schur functions are linearly independent 
[ll, 1.(3.2)], we may immediately deduce the following well-known result: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let Z(n) d n, IAl = k. The multiplicity of pn in VQk is f ‘, 
the number of standard tableaux of shape a. 
Recall that the adjoint representation ad: GL, -+ GL(gZ,) is a rational 
representation derived from the natural action of CL, on the general linear 
Lie algebra gl,; namely 
ad(X) A = XAX-’ 
for all XE GL, and A E gl,. The character of the adjoint is easy to compute: 
tr adX= 1 xixJ:l 
I<i,j<n 
for any XE GL, with eigenvalues x1 ,..., x,. Thus, to determine the number 
of copies of pY which occur in the decomposition of gZzk into irreducible 
GL,-modules, it suffices to write (tr ad X)k as a linear combination of 
rational Schur functions. Note that we have gE, z P’@ V* as GL,-modules, 
so gl,OkzPk@(V ) . * @k Since it requires no additional work, we will 
also describe how to write the character of Vor@ (V*)@’ as a linear 
combination of rational Schur functions. 
DEFINITION 4.4. An up-down staircase tableau C of length k and shape 
y is a sequence Qr = y(O), y(i),..., y+) = y of staircases of height n in which 
either y(i) =, y(j- 11, (y(f)\ _ Iy(i- I)( = 1 or y(i) c y(‘- 11, I~(‘)\ _ I~(‘- 1)1 = -1 
for 1 < iB k. The tableau C is said to be of type E = (F~,..., Ed), where si = 
(y(‘)l - 1~“~ ‘)I. Let c~(E~) denote the number of updown staircase tableaux 
of length k, shape y and type E. 
For example, the sequence @, (0, 0, - l), (LO, - I), (LO, 0), (1, 1, Q), 
(1, 1, - 1) defines an updown staircase tableau of length 5, type 
(-1, 1, 1, 1, -11, and shape (1, 1, -1). 
It is a minor abuse of notation to call these objects tableaux, since they 
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do not have a table-like structure. However, they can be considered 
generalized tableaux, since an up-down staircase tableau of type (1, 1, l,...) 
is equivalent to a standard tableau of length at most ~1. It is also interesting 
to note that updown staircase tableaux are essentially the staircase 
analogues of the updown tableaux studied by Berele Cl] and Sundaram 
[21] for the symplectic groups. 
We shall be especially concerned with staircase tableaux of a particular 
type. Define an alternating tableau to be an up-down staircase tableau of 
type E = (1, - l,..., 1, - 1 ), and let a& denote the number of alternating 
tableaux of shape y and length 2k. 
We are now ready to give the analogue of the RSK correspondence 
which can be used to write the characters of glTk and Vor @ ( V*)@” as 
linear combinations of rational Schur functions. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let E E ( 2 1 }” be a fixed-type vector. For any word 
w=wl”‘wk over the alphabet [n], let [S”‘, T”‘] (0 < i<k) be the 
sequence of rational tableaux for which [S”‘, T(O)] = [@, @] and 
(i 1) 
[S(i) p-J = 
i 
[S - ) T(‘-‘)]cwi if .si= +1 
7 [S(W, TW)] + Wi if ei= -1. 
For each 6, define a correspondence w -+E ([A’, T], C), where [S, T] = 
[S(k), T’k)], and C is the up-down staircase tableau (y(O),..., yck’) in which 
y(‘) is the shape of [SC’), pi)]. 
Note that if E has Y + l’s and s -1’s this correspondence may be alter- 
natively viewed in the form (w, W) t-+, ([S, T], C), where w and W are 
words of lengths r and s over the alphabet [n]; the letters of w are inserted 
normally, and the letters of W are inserted dually. The type vector indicates 
when to use letters from w or W. For example, if n = 3, E = 
(1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -l), and (w, W)= (132,211), then the sequence of 
tableaux [S”‘, T”‘] described above is the following: 
i 12 3 456 
P) 1 1 @ 3 2 3 
3 
T(‘) 0 2 2 2 2 1. 
Hence, we have (132,211) -fg ([3, 11, C), where C is the up-down stair- 
case tableau (0, O,O), (1, O,O), (l,O, -l), (O,O, -l), (LO, -l), (1, 1, -l), 
(LO, -1). 
THEOREM 4.6. The correspondence w H, ([S, T], C) defines a bijection 
from words w of length k over the alphabet [n] to pairs consisting of a 
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rational tableau [S, T] and an up-down staircase tableau C of the same 
shape and type E. Furthermore, the correspondence is weight preserving in the 
sense that xz, * * . x;~ = xs/xT. 
Proof The result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6. 4 
Thus, we have a combinatorial explanation of the identity 
cc xx cc xi l)” = c cli +A&) sy(xl ,‘..> XJ (9) 
summed over all staircases y of height II, where E denotes any fixed type 
vector with r + l’s and s - 1’s. Interpreting this identity as a character 
decomposition, we may deduce 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let y be a staircase of height n, and E a fixed type vec- 
tor as above. The multiplicity of pr in the decomposition of Vor 0 (V*)@’ 
into irreducible GL,-modules is CT+, (E), the number of up-down staircase 
tableaux of shape y and type E. In particular, the multiplicity of p, in gl,Ok is 
ask, the number of alternating tableaux of shape y and length 2k. 
Since the left side of (9) is invariant under permutations of the type vec- 
tor E, it follows that C;+.(F) depends only on y, r and s; therefore, we define 
cij,=c;+, (E). It is natural to ask whether there exist formulas for these 
integers. For example, when s = 0 we have CT,* = 0 unless y is a partition of 
r, in which case CT,~ = f y, and the famous hooklength formula (e.g., 
[17, 17.11) may be used. It is unlikely that there exist such explicit for- 
mulas in general, but a further example in this direction was found by 
Hanlon [3]. He did not study the problem of counting staircase tableaux, 
but directly considered the problem of computing the multiplicity of pr in 
glFk, giving a generating function for these multiplicities valid for n suf- 
ficiently large. By Corollary 4.7, the following may be considered a 
generalization of his result. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let y = [a, p] be a staircase of height n. Since cL,:fi] 
vanishes unless r>\Ic1[, s>[fl[ and r--s=[o11---(PI, assume m=r-loll= 
s - IpI 3 0. If n 2 m + l(a) + l(b), then 
c,‘:81 =m! r 
( I( ) 
s fy. 
m m 
In particular, for alternating tableaux (cf [3, Corollary 4.14]), we have 
a;SzPl=O unless Jc1J = IpI = t < k for some integer t, and if n> k- t + 
I( a) + I( /3), then 
a&J] = (k - t)! 
582a/46/1-7 
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Proof: Let E E ( + 1 }” denote a fixed type vector with r + l’s and s 
- 1’s. Let C = (y(O),..., yck)) be an up-down staircase tableau of type E. Note 
that if we define partitions a(‘), p(‘) (0 6 i<k) via y@)r [a(‘), p”‘], then 
these sequences of partitions are characterized by the fact that 
a(O) = p(O) = @ and: 
(1) If si= +l then either (a) B(‘-‘)=B(‘), a(‘-‘)c&) and [cl(‘)1 - 
Ia (i-1)( = 1, or (b) a (i- 1) = cl(O, p(‘- 1) 3 p(i) and Ip( _ IflU- 111 = -1. 
(2) If ei= -1 then either (a) or (b) holds as in (l), with the roles of 
u and /3 reversed. 
(3) I(&)) + Z(p(‘)) d n for 0 < i 6 k. 
If C is of shape y = [a, 81, then the maximum possible value of 
Z(d’)) + Z(fici)) (0 < i < k) is m + I(a) + &?). Hence, if n > m + Z(a) + Z(p), 
then the condition (3) is superfluous, and we may regard an up-down 
staircase tableau of type E and shape y as a pair of sequences of partitions 
c8’), /3(j) which satisfy (1) and (2) with ~l(~) = ~1, Pck) = /?. 
On the other hand, as a corollary of Theorem 4.2 (the RSK correspon- 
dence) we have the well-known identity 
m! = C (f”)’ 
llrl =m 
so that 
This quantity may be interpreted as the number of quadruples (A, P, B, Q) 
of tableaux in which A and B are of shape a and b, P and Q are of the 
same shape, the contents of A and P are disjoint with union [r], and the 
contents of B and Q are disjoint with union [s]. We claim that there is a 
bijection between these quadruples and the partition sequences defined 
above. 
Proceeding by induction on k, we assume that the claim is true for k - 1. 
Suppose that Ek = +l. Let (A, P, B, Q) be one of the quadruples. We con- 
sider two possibilities according to whether the integer r is assigned to A 
or P. 
If r is assigned to A, delete this integer from A. Let A - denote the 
resulting tableau, and let a- denote the shape of A -. By the induction 
hypothesis, the quadruples (A-, P, B, Q) are (for fixed choice of a-) in 
one-to-one correspondence with partition sequences &), b(‘) (0 d i < k) in 
which ti(k-l)=~- and B’k-l)=p (cf. condition (la)). 
If r is assigned to P, delete this integer from P, and denote the resulting 
tableau by P- and its shape by ,u-. Apply the inverse of Schensted inser- 
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tion to find the unique (Theorem 3.3) tableau Q- of shape p- and the uni- 
queintegeri(1fi~~)forwhichQ=Q-ti.LetBt=Bti,andletPf 
denote the shape of B+ . By the induction hypothesis, the quadruples 
(A, P-, B+, Q-) are (for fixed choice of p’) in one-to-one correspondence 
with the partition sequences a(‘), pci) (0 < i tk) in which atk- ‘) = tx and 
PC”- ‘) =p+. To complete the induction, notice that if sk = -1, the same 
argument may be given with the roles of r, IX, A, P exchanged with s, flF 
B, Q. 
Since the case k = 1 is trivial, the claim follows. 1 
5. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF RATIONAL INSERTION 
Let w and W be words over the alphabet [n] with respective lengths P 
and s. In the previous section we gave bijections (w, Mi) I-+, ([S, T], C) 
which described the expansion of (C xi)’ (C xy’)” in terms of rational 
Schur functions. As noted before, the character (C xi)l (C x;‘)” obviously 
does not depend on the type vector E, yet the bijections apparently do. 
On the contrary, we shall see that the rational tableau [S, T] for which 
(w, W) t-+s ([S, r], C) does not depend on E. Moreover, we will also see 
that it is easy to explain combinatorially why C);(E) is invariant under per- 
mutation of the terms of E. The fact that [S, T] is independent of E will be 
proved by showing that rational insertion and dual rational insertion com- 
mute. This will be carried out by a careful analysis of certain aspects of the 
RSK correspondence. In particular, we will make use of the following 
construction of Knuth [7]: 
DEFINITION 5.1 (Knuth relations). Let - denote the equivalence 
relation on words of length k generated by the relations (0 < i 6 k - 3), 
(1) W1”’ wiyxzw,+,~~~w,-wl~~~wiyzxwi+4~~~wk, where x<y<z. 
(21 w~.~.w~xz~w~+~~~~w~-w~~~~w~zx~w~+~~~~w~, where x&y<z. 
The equivalence relation - is known as Knuth equivalence. Note the simple 
but useful fact that w - w’ implies uwu - UW’V for any words U, v. 
Recall that the RSK correspondence (Definition 4.1) gives a bijection 
w I-+ (P, Q) from words w to pairs of tableaux in which Q is standard and 
P is arbitrary. We will refer to P and Q as the left and right tableaux of w, 
respectively. The following fundamental result states that Knuth 
equivalence characterizes the left tableau. A similar equivalence relation 
may be given which characterizes the right tableau. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Knuth [7]). rf w, w’ have the same left tableau, then 
w N w’, and conversely. 
582,/46/l-7* 
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Our application of the Knuth relations is in an examination of the 
behavior of left tableaux under a special type of complementation. In terms 
of the partial order < defined in Section 2, recall that a tableau P with 
parts <<n and at most I columns may be viewed as a chain of subsets of 
[n] of the form 
P,<PpT!d ‘.. <PI, 
where the Pi’s are the columns of P. Define the l-complement of P to be the 
tableau P* corresponding to the chain 
Pf< a.’ <P;<Pp;. 
For any A= (al< ... <a,) E [n], define w(A) = a, .*. a2a1 to be the 
word of A, and use i’ as an abbreviation for w( (i}‘). Define the con- 
catenation w(Pl) .*. w(PI) to be the word of the tableau P. It is easy to 
check that P is the left tableau of the word of P. 
LEMMA 5.3. Iful~~~uk~v,~~~vk, then u;;~~~u;‘-v;...v;. 
Proof It suffices to show that 
(1) zcxcyc - xczcyc if x < y 6 z 
(2) yCzCxL -ycxcz” if x<y<z. 
By directly applying the RSK correspondence, one finds that the left 
tableau of both words in case (1) is the 3-complement of ,” “; the left tableau 
of both words in case (2) is the 3-complement of :J’. Hence, by 
Theorem 5.2, the words are Knuth equivalent. I 
LEMMA 5.4. If AI,..., A, are subsets of [n], then the left tableau of 
w(A,‘) . . . w(AE) is the l-complement of the left tableau of w(A,) . . . w(A,). 
Proof: First, observe that w([n]) “commutes” with all words; i.e., 
w( [n]) u - uw( [n]). This can be proved directly from the Knuth relations; 
or, alternatively, use the RSK correspondence to show that iw([n]) and 
w( [n]) i have the same left tableau (1 < id n), and apply Theorem 5.2. 
Next, we claim that if A = (ai < ... <a,.} E [n] and a, < a, then 
w(A’) aCw w([n]) w((A u {u>)~). T o see this, note that the left tableau of 
w(A”) a’ is obtained by successively inserting the integers ~1, n - l,..., a + 1, 
a - l,..., 1 into the column A’. When the first n - r - 1 integers are inserted, 
they remain in the second column. When the last r integers are inserted, 
they succesively bump a,,..., a*, a, into the first column. Thus, the left 
tableau of w(A’) a” is the tableau whose word is w( [In]) w((A u (LZ})~). The 
claim now follows from Theorem 5.2. 
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By repeated application of these two observations, we deduce that 
w([Iz])‘-’ w(A’)-af=.*af, where A= (al< *.. <a,}. Therefore, if U= 
Ul ~~.uk=w(Al).~.w(AI), we have 
W([n])k~‘w(A;)...W(AL;)NU;;...U;. (10) 
Let P be the left tableau of U, and let w = w(P1) .*. w(PI) be the word of P. 
By analogy with (lo), we also have 
w([n])“-‘w(PT).*. w(Pf)- Wi..‘Wf. (111 
We certainly know that u - w, so by Lemma 5.3, we have ut, . .. u; N 
c...w’ By comparison of (10) and (ll), and an application of 
qheorem 5.2, it follows that w(A;) ... w(Af) and w(PF) .*. w(P”;) have the 
same left tableau; namely, the Z-complement of P. g 
We are now in a position to prove 
THEOREM 5.5. Rational insertion and dual rational insertion commute; 
i.e., 
[S, T] t i+-j= [S, T] +j+-- i. 
Proof. Assume that S and T have at most I columns and regard S and 
T as chains of the form S, < ... 6 SI and T1 < u.. < T,. Let P denote the 
tableau corresponding to the chain T; 6 . . . Q T; 6 Sr < . . . SI. Recall that 
(5) defines a bijection [S, T] ++ P between ordinary tableaux P (with at 
most 21 columns) and rational tableaux [IS, T] (in which S and T have at 
most 1 columns). Note that [T, S] ++ P*, where P* denotes the 21-com- 
plement of P. 
Assume that 2 is sufficiently large so that, regardless of i and j, the num- 
ber of columns in the numerators and denominators of [S, T] +- i-J and 
[S, T] +-jc i cannot exceed 1. In Theorem 3.6, we proved that under the 
correspondence P f-f [S, T], the ordinary tableau corresponding to 
[IS, 7’J t i is P c i. Therefore, if w is any ward whose left tableau 
corresponds to [IS, T], then wi is a word whose left tableau corresponds to 
[S, T] + i. 
Similarly, we claim that if w is any word whose left tableau corresponds 
to [S, T], then j”w - w( [n]) W, where r? is a word whose left tableau 
corresponds to [S, T] +j. To prove this, it suffices (by Theorem 5.2) to 
prove it in the case in which w = w(P1) ... w(PzI) is the word of the tableau 
P corresponding to [S, T]. By the definition of dual rational insertion, 
[S, T] cj is the dual of [T, S] +-j, so that (P* c j)* corresponds to 
[S, T] +j. Since w(P;J . . . w(P;) is the word of P”, and Pf = 0 (by choice 
of Z), it follows that w(P;,) ... w(P;)j is a word whose left tableau is P* +-j. 
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By Lemma 5.4, we deduce that the left tableau of G - j’w(P,) .’ . w(P2J 
iup* +A*, which has the property that w([n]) W -f,([n]) 
. * . NJ(&) = jcw, as claimed. 
Hence, if u, D’, and w denote the words of the tableaux corresponding to 
[S, T] t i-j, [S, T] +Jc i, and [S, T], it follows that w([n]) u N 
jcwiw w( [n]) Y. Thus, u N ZJ, which implies u = v by Theorem 5.2. n 
Let w and lij denote words over the alphabet [n] with respective lengths 
Y and s, and let E E ( k 1)” be a fixed type vector with r + l’s and s - 1’s. In 
the bijection (w, W) H, ([S, T], C), recall that the effect of permuting the 
terms of E merely changes the relative order in which rational and dual 
rational insertions are preformed. We may therefore deduce 
COROLLARY 5.6. In the bijection (w, W) H, ([S, T], C), the rational 
tableau [S, T] is independent of E. 
In fact, from the proof of Theorem 5.5, we may derive a stronger result. 
Let w=wr.‘*w,, W=G,...W,, and assume that 13 r, s. If (w, W) -+= 
([S, T], C), then the word v of the ordinary tableau corresponding to 
[S, T] satisfies 
which is, in particular, independent of E. 
Finally, we give a brief combinatorial explanation for the fact that C;(E) 
is invariant under permutations of the terms in E. The extent of our 
explanation is a bijection between up-down staircase tableaux of shape y 
and type E with those of type E’, where 8 and E’ differ by an adjacent trans- 
position of terms. Suppose that E and E’ differ at positions i and i+ 1, where 
&j= +l, Ei+I = -1 and E:= -1, E:+~= +l. 
The up-down staircase tableaux (y(O),..., yck’) of types E and E’ are iden- 
tical in every respect except for the relations required among #-I), yci), 
yci+ ‘! For type E (i-l),y l ,y(i+l) and Iy(i-l)l = 
) ’ h r f mtt$ehtavewdmust ha:: y (y(i)l-l=ly(i+l), w ie or ‘, (i-l)3y(i)cy(i+l) and 
[#-‘)I = I#‘)( + 1 = Iy(‘+l)(. Thus, it suffices to give, for each pair of stair- 
cases CI and /3, a bijection which proves that the sets 
are equinumerous. 
Using the boundary values a0 = +oo, CI,, 1 = -cc, notice that in the 
case a = B, we have 
A,, = (~2 + i: cd_ 1 > a,}, A&,= {a-i:cxi>aitl}, 
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where i E Z” denotes the ith coordinate vector. In case a - fl = i - j for some 
i#j (1 <i,j<n), we have 
A,,= {cx+i), ALP= {x-j). 
Otherwise, both A,, and AkP are empty. In any of these cases, it is obvious 
that A,, and AL, may be put into one-to-one correspondence. 
6. THE ACTION OF THE SYMMETRIC GROUP ON gl,Ok 
The symmetric group Sk acts on the tensor power gl,Qk (or any vector 
space of the form IV@‘) by permuting tensor positions. Since this action 
commutes with the adjoint a&ion of GL, on gl,, it follows that gEpk may 
be decomposed into irreducible Sk x GL,-modules. Indeed, much of the 
work in [3, 16, 19,201 can be viewed as descriptions of various ,aspects of 
this decomposition. In the following, we will reformulate this problem in a 
way which fits into the combinatorial framework we have developed, and 
use this framework to derive theorems of Hanlon [3] and Stanley [16] 
concerning the behavior of this decomposition in the limit n -+ co. 
Recall that the Specht modules (see [4]), which carry the irreducible 
representations of S, , are indexed by partitions /i of k. We will use the 
notation S’ to denote the ;Ith Specht module. 
A consequence of Schur’s double centralizer theorem [ 131 is the fact that 
where, as usual, V denotes the n-dimensional vector space on which GL, is 
defined. This says, in effect, that the irreducible representations of Sk and 
GL, are intertwined in a one-to-one fashion inside the tensor space VBk. 
(In fact, Schur used this to deduce the representation theory of GL, from 
that of S,.) 
We seek a description of the analogous decomposition for gEFk. Such a 
description will necessarily be more complicated; the Specht modules si- 
are not paired up in a one-to-one fashion with irreducible rational 
GL,-modules VY. However, the decomposition must at least respect the 
GL,-decomposition of glFk we gave in Section 4. 
DEFINITION 6.1. For any partition I of k and staircase y of height ~1, 
define a’(k) to be the multiplicity of S”@ V,, in the irreducible 
Sk x CL,-module decomposition of glFk. 
Let E be the type vector (1, - l,..., 1, - 1) of length 2k. Notice that the 
input w for the bijection w H, ([S, T], A) (Def. 4.5), which determines the 
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decomposition of gl,Ok into irreducible GL,-modules, may be viewed as a 
word of length k over an alphabet of size n2; e.g., (iJ: 1 d i, j < FZ}. 
On the other hand, the decomposition (12) implies that if the 
GL,-module structure of I’ is ignored, then the multiplicity of S’ in Pk is 
the dimension of V,; i.e., the number of tableaux of shape 1 with parts <n. 
Since f” is the dimension of S* [ 11,1.(7.7)-J, it follows that the RSK 
correspondence wti (P, Q) describes the decomposition of Pk into 
irreducible Sk-modules; there is a copy of Sa for each choice of P of shape 
1. In this case, w is a word of length k over [n], where y1 is the dimension 
of V. Since the GL,,-module structure of V has been ignored, the same 
result is true for any vector space. If we replace V with gl,, the only 
adjustments to make are to use a (totally ordered) alphabet of size n2, and 
allow the left tableau P to use entries from this expanded alphabet. 
An optimistic (but naive) approach to the problem of computing the 
multiplicities a’(A) would be to hope that for words of length k over a 
suitable alphabet of size n2, the correspondences 
w - (P> e, and w +p (CS, Tl, A) 
might be compatible in the following sense: for any lixed choice of rational 
tableau [S, T] of shape y and standard tableau Q of shape 2, exactly a’(n) 
pairs (P, A) satisfy (P, Q) t, w +-P~ ([S, T], A). However, even in the case 
n = 2, one can show that there is no total ordering of a 4-element alphabet 
with this property. 
Although a complete description of the multiplicities a’(1) is undoub- 
tedly very difficult, a more promising approach to the problem is suggested 
by the fact that 
a;k = ,j.;k .f+% 
which is a consequence of Corollary 4.7. This implies the existence of a 
map A -Pi Q from alternating tableaux A of shape y and length 2k to stan- 
dard tableaux Q such that exactly a’(a) alternating tableaux are assigned 
to Q, if Q is of shape 1. In fact, since alternating and standard tableaux 
both have a sequential structure, one is led to hypothesize that the map q 
could also be given a sequential structure. This possibility is affirmatively 
answered by the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. There is an algorithm q whose input consists of alter- 
nating tableaux A = (y(O),..., y(2k)) of length 2k and whose output consists of 
standard tableaux Q = (L(O),..., iCk)) of size k such that: 
(1) For any fixed Q of shape I, there are exactly a’(n) alternating 
tableaux A of shape y for which A -)‘p Q. 
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(2) If (y(O) . y@)) -+ 
" -' 
'p (a(O) ).,.) a(k)) then (y(O) )...' y(2k-2)) iv 
($O),..., AU- 1'). 
In effect, this says that ail that is needed to describe a’(A) is an insertion 
rule analogous to Schensted insertion or rational insertion. In order to 
prove this result, we will need to make use of the fact that the multiplicities 
a’(A) may be described in the language of plethysm. 
Let 0: GL, -+ GL( U) and p: GL( U) --+ GL( W) be representations. The 
composition p [ 01: GL, -+ GL(W) defined by p[e](X) = p($(X)) is also a 
representation of GL, known as the plethysm of p by 8. By abuse of 
notation, we will also write W[0] to refer to p[0]. 
Taking the plethysm of (12) by the adjoint representation, we find 
since the adjoint is of dimension n2. Hence, we see that instead of counting 
the multiplicity of S”@ V, in glFk, one may alternatively compute the mul- 
tiplicity of pu in the plethysm pn[ad]. 
Recall that if XE GL, has eigenvalues x1,..., x,, then ad XE GL(gl,) has 
eigenvalues xix17 l (1 d i, j d n). Therefore, by (3), we have that 
tr p,[ad](X) = sA(xjx,-I: 1 <i, j<n) 
is the character of p,[ad]. Thus, the multiplicities a’(A) are uniquely deter- 
mined by the rational Schur function expansion 
si.(xix,:l: 1 d i, j< n) = c a’(n) $(X1 )..., x,), (13) 
summed over staircases y of height n with Iyi = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Proceeding by induction on k, assume that 
A-+ Q is a map which satifies the conditions of the theorem for A of 
length 2k and Q of size k. 
Consider triples (A, /?, y) = (y(O),..., y(2k), 0, y) that form alternating 
tableaux, i.e., triples in which A = (y(O) ,..., y12k)) is an alternating tableau of 
some shape CI, where c( c fi 33 y and 1011= IpI - 1 = Iy\ = 0. Let us also con- 
sider pairs (Q A) = (R(O) _. (k) 
which Q = (A;“),..., 
/z 
’ ” ’ 
A) that form standard tableaux; i.e., pairs in 
Atk)) is 1s i standard tableau of some shape pcl, where 
p~cl, and (11 - 1= (~1 =k. 
Given any map of the form (A, p, y) -+‘p ((2, 2) with the property that 
A -fVpk Q, let m(Q, A, ~1, y) denote the number of triples (A, fi, y) assigned to 
the pair (Q, A), where the shape of A is CI. By the induction hypothesis, 
there are a”(p) tableaux A of shape OL for which A +‘Pk Q, where ,u is the 
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shape of Q. Hence, the possible nonnegative integers m(Q, 1, a, y) which 
can arise from such a map cp are characterized by the fact that 
where b,, is the number of staircases /? for which a c p 3 y and 181 = 1. 
Furthermore, in the map q, there will be exactly C, m(Q, A, a, y) triples 
(A, p, y) assigned to the pair (Q, I). Thus, the induction will be complete if 
we can prove the existence of nonnegative integers m(Q, 1, CI, y) for which 
(14) and 
are satisfied. 
There exists a nonnegative integer matrix with (nonnegative) row sums c 
and column sums r if and only if (01 = (r(. Therefore, (14) and (15) can be 
satisfied if and only if 
for every partition p of k and staircase y. 
From the identity (6), we have 
An application of (13) therefore yields 
C a”(n) &(X1 ,..., 4, 
a I1I=k+l,gci. 
where a runs over staircases of height IZ. The result now follows by 
extracting the coefficient of sB(xI,..., x,) and applying the identities (7) and 
(8). I 
7. BORDER STRIP TABLEAUX 
For any integer r, define the rth power sum pr via 
Pr = PAX 1,..., xn)=(“; + ‘;’ +%I ;; 1,; 
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Extend the definition to any sequence F = (si,.,., .Q) of integers via 
PE(Xl?? XJ = PE,PQ.. . PEk. 
We will give a combinatorial interpretation of the expansion analogous to 
(13) in which s~.(x~x~:~) is replaced by pj.(XiXi^‘). By linearity, this contains 
all of the information needed to compute the multiplicities a’(n), but in a 
form which would require an excessive amount of work to do so. Despite 
the indirectness of such an approach, this decomposition will easily reveal a 
surprising connection, also noticed by Hanlon [3], between gl,Qk and 
S,-modules of the form S” @ SB. Furthermore, the expansion of pz(xix,: ’ f 
will play a crucial role in our study of the decomposition of gl,Qk in the 
limit n-co. 
To decompose pn(xixJ: ‘) into rational Schur functions we first review the 
classical definition of Schur functions as quotients of determinants. More 
details may be found in [ll, 171. 
For any y E Z”, let u&x1,..., x,) denote the monomial antisymmetric 
function corresponding to y; i.e., 
+,(x1 ,..., x,) = det[xP] = c (sgn w) xwy. 
WE&s” 
Note that for the special staircase 6 E (n - 1, n - 2,..., 1, 0), we have the 
Vandermonde determinant 
%(X1 >..., X,)= n (Xivxj)' 
icj 
It is easy to see that the antisymmetric functions ay+6(x1,..., x,), where y 
ranges over all staircases of height n, form a Z-basis for the antisymmetric 
Laurent polynomials; i.e., for those fe Z[xl”,..., x”] with 
.f(x w(l),-‘., x,,,,) = (sgn w) f(x,,..., x,) for w E S,. 
Outside of combinatorics, the Schur functions are usually defined to be 
quotients of certain antisymmetric functions, rather than generating 
functions of sets of tableaux, as we have in (2). Thus, the following 
definition is a theorem from our point of view. Although it is usually stated 
only for partitions, the identity (4) and Proposition 2.4 imply that it also 
applies to staircases. 
THEOREM 7.1 (see [ll, 1.(3.2)]). If y is a staircase of height ~1, then 
S&Xl ,...> x,) = y (x1,..., x,). 
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If M. and j? are staircases of height II for which LX E fi, use the notation /?/a 
to denote the collection of boxes defined by 
p/a= {(i,j)Ez2: ozi<j<fli, 1 didn). 
DEFINITION 7.2. A set of boxes of the form 8 = /I/a is said to be a border 
strip if it forms a connected region that contains no 2 x 2 square as a sub- 
region. The sign of B is defined to be ( - 1 )‘-I, where I= 1 {i: a, < pi> j is the 
number of rows occupied by 8. 
The diagrams in Figure 3 are examples of border strips. 
DEFINITION 7.3. An up-down border strip tableau B of shape y is a 
sequence B=(@=y(” y(l) 
y(i)/y(i- 1) or y(i- l)/y(i) ’ 
,..., yckj= y) of staircases of height n such that 
IS a border strip for 1 < i ,< k. The sign of B is the 
product of the signs of the individual border strips. The tableau B is said to 
be of type E= (Ed,..., F~), where ci= ly(‘)( - Iy(‘-‘)l. 
For example, the staircases 0, (2, 1, 1, 0), (2, 1, - 1, -2), (2, 1, 1, -2) 
form an updown border strip tableau of sign - 1 and type (4, -4,2); the 
corresponding sequence of border strips is depicted in Fig. 3. 
Let by(s) = J!& sgn B, summed over all updown border strip tableaux of 
shape y and type .s. Since an up-down staircase tableau is a border strip 
tableau whose type vector is a sequence of I l’s, the following is a 
generalization of (9): 
PROPOSITION 7.4. For any E E Zk, we have p, = C, b?(E) sy. 
Macdonald has given a proof of this result for nonnegative type vectors E 
[ 11, Ex. 1.3.111. We give an extension of his argument suitable for arbitrary 
type vectors. 
ProoJ: By induction on k, it suffices to show that for integers r > 0, we 
have 
(a) PJ~(x~,..., 4 =Cp (sgn 0) sB(x19..-9 x,) 
(b) P -AxI >..., 4 = CD (w a/B) s~(x~,...~ 4, 
Q’ 
FIG. 3. An updown border strip tableau. 
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summed over staircases fl for which (a) ,l3/a or (b) a/P is a border strip of 
size Y. We give a proof of (b); the details for (a) are similar and coincide 
with Macdonald’s proof. Alternatively, the identities may be considered 
equivalent under the duality xi f-* xi’. 
By Theorem 7.1, the identity (b) is equivalent to 
P--rQa+6=G (en a/B) ap+s, 
P 
summed over j? for which IX/P is a border strip of size r. From the definition 
of a a+6, we have 
p-raa+6= 1 aa+d-ri. 
l<i<n 
Since acvp = (sgn w) ag, it follows that a, + 6- ri vanishes unless the terms of 
a + 6 - ri are distinct. If they are distinct, let j be the largest integer 
(i<j<n) for which a,+n--j>a,+n-i--r. It follows that a+6-ri= 
w(fl+ 6), where p is the staircase 
P=(a*,.*., ai-l3 @i-tl- l,..., aj- 1, cli +j- i-Y, aj+ I)...) a,) 
and w is a (j- i + 1)-cycle. Therefore, we have /3 c CI, and p may be 
obtained by pushing rows i + l,..., j of a to the left one column, up one row, 
and compensating row j so that the resulting decrease in [cl/ is r. Thus, 
a/j is a border strip of size Y, and since U/P occupies j- 1’+ 1 rows, we 
have sgn cl/j3 = ( - l)‘- i = sgn w. Conversely, every border strip of size Y 
bordered by a arises in this way. Hence, 
c a r+s~ri=C(S&na/P)aB-t67 
l<i<?I P 
as desired. B 
Let xi: Sk -+ Z denote the irreducible character of S, corresponding to 
S”. As a class function, we may interchangeably view x’ as a function on 
permutations of [k] or partitions of k. It is known [ll, 1.(7.8)] that these 
characters can be used to express the power sums pII for partitions p of k as 
linear combinations of Schur functions: 
Thus, a consequence of Prop. 7.4 is the famous Murnaghan-Nakayama 
rule: 
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COROLLARY 7.5 (See also [4]). If I and ,a are partitions of k, then 
x’(p) = b”(p); i.e., x’(p) is the signed sum of all up-down border strip 
tableaux of shape 2 and type p. 
Since pi(x,x,:‘) =P~~,,~~)(.x,), a further consequence of Proposition 7.4 is 
the rational Schur functron decomposition of pi(x,x,:‘). 
COROLLARY 7.6. For any partition R, we have 
pn(xix;‘: 1 d i, j<n) = c bY(;l, -1) sy(xl ,..., x,). 
DEFINITION 7.7. Let 1, CI, and /I be partitions of k. Define grRp to be the 
multiplicity of S” in the Sk-module S” @ S”. 
Since the character of S” Q SB is x”xp, . rt follows that the multiplicities 
gAWli are uniquely determined by the decomposition 
(17) 
One of the most fundamental open problems in the representation theory 
of the symmetric group is to find an explicit description of g,+. It is 
interesting to note that this is a special case of the problem of describing 
the multiplicities a’(A), a fact observed by Hanlon [3, Sect. 4B] from a 
representation-theoretic point of view: 
PROPOSITION 7.8. If 2, LX, and /? are partitions of k and n > l(a) + l(J), 
then gnEp = a[“*P’(A); i.e., the multiplicity of 9 in S” @ Sp is the multiplicity 
of SAQ V,,,,, in gl,Ok. 
Proof: Given that laj = IpI = I,u/ = k, notice that an up-down border 
strip tableau of shape [cc, p] and type (,u, -p) is necessarily of the form 
a Ccc @I,..., II@‘, !a, c4 Lw,..., c4 PI, 
where (@, a(‘) ,..., a”‘) and ((z1, /j(r) ,..., /5(l)) are border strip tableaux of type 
p and respective shapes a and b. By Corollary 7.5, we therefore have 
bC”,%, -PI =X”(P) x%-4. 
However, specializing (16) yields 
and thus, by (13), 
p,(x,xl~l: 1 d i, j d n) = C 1 x”(p) a’(n) sy(xl,.-., x,). (18) 
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Extracting the coefficient of ~r~,~, and comparing with Corollary 7.6 yields 
f(p) f(/.i) = bC”‘fl’(/L, -p) = c aya) x”(p). 
I1I=k 
The result now follows from the uniqueness of the decomposition (17). 
More generally, when the class function h H bY(h, - p) is written as a 
linear combination of irreducible characters, the multiplicities a’(a) are the 
coefficients; i.e., 
(I( =k 
for any staircase y of height n. This can be seen directly from Corollary 7.6 
and (18). 
8. THE LIMITING CASE n -+ cc 
In Proposition 4.8, we saw that the multiplicities CT,, of the irreducible 
GL,-modules in V@“@ (Y*)@’ are easier to count when YE is sufficiently 
large. Likewise, we shall see that the more general up-down border strip 
tableaux are also easier to analyze for large ~1. Since these tableaux contain 
all of the information needed to compute the multiplicities a’(,?+), it will 
thus be easier to describe these multiplicities for large ~1. This will allow us 
to give new proofs of the results of Hanlon and Stanley that describe 
~[‘*~‘(2) for large 12. 
Observe that there are no updown border strip tableaux of shape 
y = [ff, /3] and type E unless Iy/ = 1~1. Furthermore, let &+ (respectively, E- ) 
denote the partition formed by the positive (respectively, absolute value of 
the negative) terms of E. Clearly, an upper bound for jai -I- IpI among all 
such tableaux is /E+ 1 + IE- 1, so a necessary condition for the existence of 
up-down border strip tableaux of shape [CY, /I] and type E is 
(&+I - lcX\ = IE-1 - lb\ >oo. C20) 
As a first indication of the simplification that occurs for large n, consider 
LEMMA 8.1. Let y = [a$] be a staircase of height n, let E E Z1 be a type 
vector, and let .s +, E- be the partitions descrribed above. Assume that (20) is 
satisfied, and let m = /E+ / - Ial = IE- 1 - l/3\. If n > m t- E(a) + Z(p), then 
j:t)“$z(‘i p”‘] if 
y”‘) is an up-down border strip tableau of shape y and type E, where 
I- I I an d on/y if @ = c1 (0) 
sequences 'of partitions such that: 
>.‘., CC(‘) = a and 0 = B(O),..., per) = ,!j are 
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(1) rfei > 0, then either (a) pci- ‘I= PC’) and a(‘)/cl(‘- I) is a border strip 
of size q, or (b) a(‘-‘)=a(‘) and fi(‘-‘)//?(‘) is a border strip of size ci. 
(2) If e,d 0, then the dual of (1) holds. 
Proof: Suppose that 0 = a(‘),..., ol(‘) = a and 0 =/I(‘),..., p(‘) = /I are 
sequences of partitions satisfying (1) and (2). To prove that [a(‘), ,!I(“],..., 
[a(‘), /I”‘] forms an up-down border strip tableau, we only have to verify 
that Z(a”‘) +Z(j”‘)<m + Z(a)+ Z(p) for 1 GiGI. To see this, define ui= 
(D,f,)\D,I and bj= ID,c,)\D,I for 1 6 i, j< 1. Border strips of total area (E+ / 
are added to the various 01% and deleted from the various /?(j)‘s. These 
must account, in particular, for the diagram D,, the extra ai boxes present 
at step i, and the extra bj boxes which must be deleted at some point after 
step j. Thus, we have Is+ j 3 /aI + ui + bi, and so m 2 ui + bj for 1 d i, j < 1. 
Hence, 
z(a”‘) -t- Z(P@‘) 6 Z(a) + a,+ Z(p) + bi < m + Z(or) + Z(p), 
and the claim follows. 
Conversely, suppose that (y(O),..., y”‘) is an up-down border strip tableau 
of shape [a, p] and type E, with y”) = [a”‘, /I”‘]. To show that conditions 
(1) and (2) are satisfied, we must show that either CI(‘- ‘) = & or 
pLy’1 for 1 6 id 1. Assume toward a contradiction that c&-‘I# ~4’) 
and /j(i-1) #/I(i). Without loss of generality, we may assume E, > 0. Since 
border strips are connected and ycij/y(‘-‘) involves both aci) and /Ici), it 
follows that I(&‘) + Z(ZP’) = n, and there is some row j for which 
(j, l)~D,r~) and (n+j- 1, l)~D~+l,. In particular, we have Z(a”))+ 
I@- “) > n. However, using the same notation and reasoning as above, we 
must have 
Z(@‘) + Z(/3”- ‘)) =G Z(a) + ai + Z(p) + bi- 1 < m + Z(a) + Z(P), 
a contradiction. fl 
Let 1 be a partition with exactly mj parts of size i. Define 
zl= (m,! l”*)(mz! 2”2)..., 
so that if IA\ = IZ, the n!/z, is the number of w E S, in the conjugacy class 
indexed by R. If ZJ is a partition with ni parts of size i, define 
In particular, (;) = 0 unless the parts of ZJ are a subset of those of A. Using 
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the notation Au ,u to denote the partition whose parts are the (multiset) 
union of those of A and p, observe that 
Zl”P -= 
=J.=p 
We are now ready to generalize Proposition 4.8 to up-down border strip 
tableaux: 
THEOREM 8.2. Let y = [cl, /?I be a staircase of height n, let F E Z’ be a 
type vector, and let m, E+ and E- be the parameters defined in Lemma 8.1. -5f 
n 3 m + Z(a) + Z(b), then 
summed over partitions p, p, CT with IpI =m, IpI = JaJ and jcrj = IpI. 
F’rooJ: Since ti 3 m + 2(a) + Z(p), Lemma 8.1 implies that the set of 
up-down border strip tableaux of shape y may be equivalently viewed as a 
set of pairs of partition sequences satisfying certain conditions. In par- 
ticular, those conditions do not depend on n, so it follows that bC”,P1(af 
does not depend on n. 
It will be convenient in the following analysis to consider a and /? as 
variables; CC ranging over partitions of a and /I ranging over partitions of b. 
Thus, we will assume throughout that n > m + a f b, which suffers no 
genuine loss of generality. 
The columns of the character table of any finite group span the space of 
class functions of that group. Hence, the map M, /I H bC”%P1(&), which defines 
a class function on S, x Sb, must have an expansion of the form 
bc”%) = c c,c~%) ~“(4 
for suitable constants cp, depending on E. Recall that orthogonality 
relations along the columns of the character table of Sk [ 10, (4.2; 5)] state 
that 
for all partitions p, v of k. Therefore, we have 
=p=,cpv =; X”(P) b’“%) x’(o). 
By Proposition 7.4, it is evident that bc”,B7(s) is invariant under per- 
mutations of the terms of E, so b[“yflI(&) = bCa387(zt, -E-). By Lemma 8.1, 
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it follows that bt”~87(s) is the signed sum of all up-down border strip 
tableaux of shape [a, p] and type (E+, --E-) of the form 0, [a(l), @‘l)],..., 
[a”), fi”)], where a”) and fi(‘) satisfy the conditions (1) and (2). Note that 
we must have /j(O)= ... = p”‘) = a, where p = I(&+), and the remaining 
terms [I@ + I), /P + ‘I],..., [a(‘), /?(‘)I are obtained by deleting border strips 
from the ~6’)‘s and adding border strips to the fl%. 
Let ~1 denote the sizes of the sequence of border strips removed from the 
a% and let z denote the sizes of the border strips added to the /I(%. 
Certainly, we must have n u T = e-. For fixed choices of p and z there are 
exactly (Ei) ways to choose the relative order in which border strips are 
removed from the CI(‘)‘s or added to the p(j)‘s. 
Consider the fact (Corollary 7.5) that x”(p) may be interpreted as the 
signed sum of all border strip tableaux (oi”),..., S”‘) of shape c( and type p. 
Choose a fixed partition v = IX(~), and observe that as CI varies, 
(&‘O’)...) 2”’ = g = c&Q, a(‘- 1) ...) g(P)) 
forms an arbitrary border strip tableau of shape v and type (p, ,u), while 
(K(O) ,“‘, cdp)) b d t IS a or er s rip tableau of shape v and type .s+. In summary, 
we have shown that 
5 X”(P) bC”%9 f(o) = c c /3,!J p”T=E- (y ) x”k u P) X”(&+) xw X%)? 
summed over partitions /I, v, ,u, z with 181 = IzJ = b, /VI = JE+/ and 1~1 =m. 
Applying the orthogonality relations (21) and comparing with (22) yields 
zpz,cpa= c 
E- 
Z,Z,+ 
p”cT=E- ( 1 P ’ 
JIup==&+ 
and therefore, 
summed over partitions p of m, as desired. 1 
As the first application, we derive Hanlon’s characterization of the 
multiplicities aY(/Z) for large n; it is the main theorem of [3]. 
COROLLARY 8.3 (Hanlon [3, Theorem 4.163). Let a, fi be partitions ofr 
and 1 a partition of k. If n 3, k - r + l(a) + Z(p), then 
summed over partitions p, p with )p/ = k - r, IpI = r. 
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Proo_f: For any partition v of k, Theorem 8.2 implies 
b[“,fi’(v, -v)= c 2, v 
@Up=” 0 
~ * X”(P) x%4 
summed over partitions ,u, p with JpL( = k - Y, ipi = r. Recall that the 
orthogonality relations along the rows of the character table of Sk 
[lo, (4.2; 4)] state that 
for all partitions 1 and ,U of k. Considering (19), it follows that 
.caw) =c c : ; 
Y PuP=v 0 
* X”(P) x%4 x”(v) 
=$(y) 
Pc,P zP 
xi.@ LJ PI X”(P) x%9 I 
In order to derive Stanley’s characterization of the multiplicities acEVP1(n), 
we first review the internal product of symmetric functions, which is an 
operation invented by Littlewood [9] to aid in the study of the tensor 
product of S,-modules. (However, we remark that Littlewood referred to 
the operation as the inner product, which is a misleading name, since it is 
not an inner product in the geometric sense.) In the present context, the 
simplest way to define the internal product is to use the multiplicities gJXgB 
(Definition 7.7) as structure constants. That is, for any partitions c1 and p 
of r, define 
sz * SD = , z g%aflsJ. (23) 
A I 
and extend the definition to all symmetric functions of degree r by linearity. 
However, a more explicit definition, which does not depend on the 
mysterious constants gAaa, can be given by exploiting the isomorphism 
between the space of class functions on S, and the symmetric functions of 
degree r. This isomorphism is known as the characteristic map or Frobeniss 
map and is defined by 
for any class function x on S,. A more detailed account of the characteristic 
map and its properties can be found in [ll]. 
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DEFINITION 8.4 (Internal product). Let f and g be symmetric functions 
of degree r, and assume that f = ch(X) and g = ch(8). The internal product 
f * g is the symmetric function of degree r defined by f * g = ch(xt?). 
In particular, note that pA *pp = 6+zlp,. Also, we remark that by 
Frobenius’ identity sL = ch(x’) [li, 1.(7.5)], we have 
s, * sg = ch(x”xB) = C 1 x*(P) x%9 Pp, 
IPI = i- ZP 
where Jai = Ipl= r. This may be reconciled with the definition (23) via the 
identity (17). 
Any symmetric function f may be uniquely expressed as a polynomial in 
the power sums pi (I> 1) [ll, 1.(2.12)]; say f=q(pl, p2,...). Use the 
notationf(p, -+ yr) as an abbreviation for the polynomial (p(yl, y2,...). 
We are now ready to derive Stanley’s characterization of the mul- 
tiplicities a[‘,Pl(;Z); although not stated in this form, the following is 
essentially equivalent to the main theorem of [16]. 
COROLLARY 8.5 (Stanley [ 16, Theorem 6.21). We have 
summed over all partitions A, where a”@(A) denotes the limiting value of the 
multiplicity ac”,P1(;l); i.e., a@(l) = lim,, m u~~,~‘(A). 
ProoJ: The fact that the above limit exists is an immediate consequence 
of Corollary 8.3. From (19) and the fact that sib = ch(x’), we have 
~a”(i)sA=~~bxP(,, -v)p,, 
Y 2” 
where b@(s) = lim, _ oo bC”~al(s). By Theorem 8.2, it follows that 
assuming that [al = [PI = r. 
Fix a partition p with mi parts of size i. Observe that 
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Therefore, we have 
the result now follows from (24). 1 
9. FINAL REMARKS 
We conclude with a review of some of the questions raised by this 
development of rational tableaux and the associated up-down staircase 
and border strip tableaux. 
A. The Symplectic Group 
Let ES, S] be a self-dual rational tableau of height 2n + 1. It is easy to 
verify (Definition 2.2) that S must be an ordinary tableau whose parts 
range from 2 to 2n -t- 1. Let S be the tableau obtained from S by replacing 
the alphabet 2 < 3 < . . . <2n <2n + 1 with the alphabet 1 <i < +.. < 
IZ < fi. The ordinary tableaux S that arise in this fashion may be charac- 
terized by the following condition: 
(Sp) The entries in row i of S are > i. 
It is interesting to realize that these tableaux S are precisely the tableaux 
in [6] that are used to describe the weights and characters of the 
irreducible representations of the symplectic group Spznr in the same way 
that (ordinary) tableaux can be used to describe the weights and characters 
of (polynomial) representations of GL,. Furthermore, Berele has given an 
analogue [ 1 ] of the RSK correspondence that describes the decomposition 
of V@ into irreducible S’( V)-modules. The basic building block for his 
correspondence is an insertion rule which may be described as follows: 
To insert a letter into the tableau S, use the normal Schensted insertion 
algorithm until the (Sp) condition is violated. This will occur when an i 
bumps an i from row i into it- 1. In that case, delete both the offending i 
and the associated i, filling the hole via the sliding algorithm 
(Definition 3.4). 
It is not hard to see that an identical result would be obtained by 
inserting a letter from the alphabet (2, 3,..., 2n i- 11 into the self-dual 
tableau [S, S] via the rational insertion algorithm, and then superimpos- 
ing the modifications to S that occur in the numerator and denominator. 
These observations need explanation; it is by no means clear apriori that 
this combinatorial “embedding” of irreducible Sp,-modules into 
irreducible G&, + 1 -modules should be so natural. Nor is it clear why 
58&!46/!-8 
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Berele’s insertion algorithm should behave so well with respect to the 
rational insertion algorithm under this embedding. 
B. Insertion Rules for the Symmetric Group 
In Theorem 6.2, we proved the existence of an insertion algorithm that 
transforms alternating tableaux into standard tableaux in a way that 
describes the irreducible S, x GL,-module decomposition of glzk. In the 
special case y = [cc, p] where la/ = j/II = k, it is easy to see that the alter- 
nating tableaux of shape y and length 2k are in one-to-one correspondence 
with pairs (A, B) of standard tableaux in which A is of shape CC and B is of 
shape p. By Proposition 7.8, this implies the existence of an insertion 
algorithm which transforms the pairs (A, B) into single standard tableaux 
in a way which describes the irreducible S,-module decomposition of 
s”@S! 
We remark that it is easy to give an algorithm that describes the mul- 
tiplicities of the Specht modules S’ in a certain family of tensor products of 
Sk-modules recently studied by Garsia and Remmel [Z]; however, the 
algorithm is not of the insertion type. To give a complete account of the 
algorithm would require a lengthy digression; we therefore give an outline 
of the main features of the construction. 
For any partition a of k, let M” denote the S,-module induced by the 
action of Sk on the left cosets of the Young subgroup, S,, x ... x S, 
(cf. [4, 1.31). Note that a basis of M” may be indexed by a-partitions of 
[k]; i.e., set partitions of [k] with blocks of size a,, a2,..., a,. In [2], Gar- 
sia and Remmel give a rule for computing the multiplicity of s” in M” 0 Sp. 
To fit such a problem into our framework would require the construction 
of an algorithm (A, B) + Q with the following features: 
(1) The input (A, B) consists of an a-partition A of [k] and a 
standard tableau B of shape p. 
(2) The output Q is a standard tableau of size k. 
(3) For fixed Q of shape ;1, the number of inputs (A, B) with 
(A, B) + Q is the multiplicity of S” in M” @ SB. 
And preferably: 
(4) The algorithm is sequential in the sense of Theorem 6.2. 
Let qa denote the character of M”, and let h, = ch(q”) denote its charac- 
teristic (Sect. 8). A crucial step in Garsia and Remmel’s study of M” 0 SD is 
an identity due to Littlewood [9, p. 921 that can be used to express the 
internal product h, * so as a sum of skew Schur functions [2, Lemma 6.31. 
There is no difficulty in establishing a correspondence between the pairs 
(A, B) and the terms in Littlewood’s identity. Schiitzenberger’s jeu de taquin 
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algorithm [14,22] can then be used to transform the resulting skew 
tableaux into standard tableaux so that for fixed Q of shape 1, the number 
of pairs (A, B) with (A, B) -+ Q is the coefficient of sA in h, * sB. By the 
definition of the internal product (Definition 8.4), this is the multiplicity of 
S’ in M”@SP. However, in general, this algorithm is not sequential. 
C. The Combinatorial Theory of Up-Down Border Strip Tabkaux 
In Theorem 4.6, we gave a purely combinatorial proof of the identity (9)? 
which expresses pip:, as a linear combination of rational Schur functions, 
and we expressed the coefficients as quantities of up-down staircase 
tableaux. The identity was generalized (Proposition 7.4) to power sums pC 
with E E Zk, and the coefficients were expressed in terms of up-down border 
strip tableaux. Since the given proof is algebraic, a natural problem to con- 
sider would be to find a construction which generalizes Theorem 4.6 and 
explains Proposition 7.4 combinatorially. White [23 J has given a construc- 
tion that accomplishes this for nonnegative E. 
Furthermore, in Section 5 we gave a purely combinatorial explanation of 
the fact that C:(E) is invariant under permutations of the terms in e. A 
similar but more intricate construction can be used to explain the 
invariance of b?(s). The framework for such an explanation can be 
fashioned as follows. Fix staircases a and fl of height n and integers r, s. Let 
BE(r, s) denote the set of staircases y for which (a, y, p) forms a sequence of 
up-down border strips of type (r, s), and let bi(r, s) denote the signed sum 
of ‘such triples. By analogy with the explanation we gave for staircase 
tableaux, to explain the invariance of by(s) under permutations of E, it suf- 
fices to give a combinatorial proof that bg(r, s) = btfs, r). Stanton and 
White 118, Sect. 41 have given a border strip switching rule that supplies a 
proof in the cases r, s 2 0 or r, s d 0. In the following we sketch a solution 
for the remaining case; i.e., a combinatorial proof that bt(r, -s) = bt( -s, r) 
for r, s 3 0. 
We may assume that I/?/ - (~1 =r--s, since BE(r, -s) and Bc( -s, r) 
would otherwise both be empty. Furthermore, the sets of boxes B+ and #- 
defined by 
O+ = ((i,j)eZ2: cii< j</?,, 1 <i<n) 
& = {(i, j)eZ’: /?i<j<q, 1 <i<n) 
must be border strips with r - \ 8 + j = s - ) 8- 1 > 0 and must occupy disjoint 
sets of rows and columns, again since Bt(r, -3) and Bf( -s, r) would 
otherwise both be empty. If r= le+j and s= 18-1, then B!(Y, --s)= (y+ > 
and Bi( -s, r) = { y - }, where y + and y - are the staircases for which 
Q+=y+/ol and O-=ol/y-. In this case, we have bi(r, -S)=bf(--s,r)= 
sgn B+ sgn 8-, as desired. Otherwise, we have r - Id+ j = s - I@- / 3 0, and 
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to combinatorially explain the fact that bf(r, -s) = bg( -s, r) requires three 
different arguments, according to whether neither, one, or both of the 
border strips Bf and O- are empty. 
Suppose that B+ and %- are both nonempty. Since border strips must be 
connected, there is a unique staircase y +(a c y + 3 /!J) such that y +/a and 
y */fi are border strips. Similarly, there is a unique staircase y - (u 2 y - c fi) 
such that CC/Y- and B/y- are border strips. Observe that if CJ = (y +/a) n 
(y ‘l/J) and z = (a/y-) A (p/y-), then Q and z are congruent configurations 
of boxes; z is obtained by translating cr to the northwest. See Fig. 4a. 
Therefore, if Y= jy’/al = /p/y-l and s= jy+/fij = (a/y-I, then @(Y, --s)= 
bE(-s,r)= -sgn0+sgnV; otherwise, Bt(r, -s) and BE( -s, r) are both 
empty. 
Next, suppose that 0+ # 0, 8- = @ (the case B+ = @, & # $3 may be 
treated with a dual argument). If y E Bt(r, -5) (respectively, y E B!j( -s, r)), 
then y/a (respectively, /3/y) must be a border strip of which 8+ is the 
southwesternmost or northeasternmost portion. Moreover, either there is a 
staircase y E Bf(r, -s) for which 8+ is in the southwest of y/a, or there is 
a staircase y E BE( -s, r) for which 8’ is in the southwest of p/y, but not 
both. A similar exclusivity occurs for border strips in which 0+ is in the 
northeast. Let ysW and yne denote the staircases corresponding to the respec- 
tive southwest and northeast border strips. In Fig. 4b is an example in 
which Bf(r, -s) = (y,,, y,,} and BE( -s, r) = a. It is not hard to see that if 
B!(r, -s) = (Y,,, Y,,} or @t-s, r) = (Y,,, Y,,}, then the triples (~1, yne, P) 
and (a, ysW, p) are of opposite sign, so that bt(r, -s) = b,P( -s, r) = 0; while 
if Bf(r, -s) = {ysW) and Bt( -s, r) = {y,, > (or vice versa), then they are of 
the same sign, so that bf(r, -3) = bf( -s, r) = 51. 
Last, we consider the possibility that 13 + = 0- = 0; i.e., IX = /? and r = s. 
Since any triple of the form (a, y, a) has positive sign, it follows that 
bg(r, -r) is the number of staircases y such that y/a is a border strip of size 
r, and b:( -r, r) is the number of staircases y such that cc/y is a border strip 
of size r. Observe that any y E B,“(r, -r) may be specified by designating the 
lowest row occupied by y/a. Thus, let max(y/a) denote the largest i 
(1 < i < n) for which (i, j) E y/a for some j, and define R,+(r) = (max(y/,): 
y E B,“(r, - r)}. Similarly, any y E B;( - r, r) may be specified by designating, 
b 
o+ 
H 
FIG. 4. Switching rules for overlapping border strips. 
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the highest row occupied by y/a, so we define R;(r) = (min(y/a): 
y E B;( - r, Y)). There are many ways to prove that b”,(r, -r) = bz( -Y, r); 
perhaps the easiest way is to point out that there is a simple bijection 
between the complements (R,+(r))’ and (R; (r))c. Specifically, it is not hard 
to show that 
{(j,r):j~R,+(r))={(j,ai-a~i+j-i):l~i<j~n} 
((i, r): i$R;(r)} = {(i, a,-aj+ j-i): 1 <i< j<n], 
which makes the construction of a bijection (R,+(r))‘++ (R;(r))” self- 
evident. If desired, a direct bijection between R,C (r) and R;(r) may be 
obtained by applying the Garsia-Milne involution principle. 
Finally, we remark that the description of bc”,pl(~) for large M in 
Theorem 8.2 was given an algebraic proof, although it generalizes a result 
(Proposition 4.8) that was given a purely combinatorial proof. It appears 
likely that a purely combinatorial proof of Theorem 8.2 that generalizes the 
proof of Proposition 4.8 could be constructed via the techniques of White 
and Stanton. 
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